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Abstract
Coaching supervision enables coaches and people
are being in each moment and to become intelligent about
the potential impact of ‘self’ in every coaching, chemistry,
contracting, business or leadership conversation which
they hold.
As coaches and people professionals, we need to be fully present and engaged
AND yet spacious and witnessing - giving attention to what is in front of us
(coachee, group or commissioning client), to what is between us (the energy and
relationship between) and to what is going on inside our own systems as we work
But sometimes the pressures of time, an entangled system or a tightly focused
contract, takes even the best executive coach or people professional away from
Eckhart Tolle who says:
“words are secondary… far more important is the space of conscious presence that
the other person without the separate barriers created by conceptual thinking”.
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Introduction
“WHO you are is HOW you coach” or supervise or work, is the Coaching Supervision
This is grounded in over 15 years practice, observation and research which has consistently
demonstrated that the skillful use of self-as-instrument is the key determining factor in

“The success of any intervention depends on the interior condition of the intervener”.

Understanding self-as-instrument and why ‘WHO you are’ is
‘HOW you work’

through the dynamic interplay of all that
has formed us - the person who is also the

nature, nurture, our internal and external
worlds, our values and purpose, our learning,
our knowledge, our gifts, our talents, our
vulnerabilities, our scripts, our experiences,
This is also true for the client as they come to

we chose to show up, be present and be in
relationship with another moment by moment

When we meet, our business and professional
often implicit, but it none-the-less has great

“Our state of being is the only real source of
this impact conscious, thus giving the
practitioner access to working intelligently with
understood as the practitioner’s own story and
background narrative; the formation of the self
who comes to the work who is also constantly
foundation which has formed us and which
continues to form us as we grow, evolve and
and is the unique integration and ongoing
conversation which takes place between our

our presence, our energy and our spaciousness
is communicated and experienced by clients
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The core intent of supervision is to ensure
the skillful use of self-as-instrument in service
the work is holding a safe space for inquiry
and curiosity where insight and learning can

and on heart and body brain is showing how
we can learn, unlearn and relearn the subtle
nuanced skills to work skillfully and ethically in

freedom to explore, discover and create new

Understanding OUR NARRATIVES
“WHO are YOU?” The Ground on
which we stand

about what feels authentic, true and vital
professional and business relationships, is much

with their own unique essence with their own
and purpose in the universe and with their own
can become distant and silent to us as we grow
up and become socialized into family, education,
and contribute, it can also mean an unconscious
absorption of scripts, mores, behavior, triggers,

“Change happens in the crucible
of relationship”

is a life’s work, and is critical for us and our
clients as we seek to live the deeper patterns
This is a work of formation not formulation;
of evolution and transformation as we come home
Through formation, we become mature
practitioners, master coaches, powerful

working with a supervisor or thinking partner,
therapy - as well as accessing the huge wealth
of approaches to human development that are
These can - without intelligent commitment
and vigilance - dilute or compromise our
or drowned out by others’ voices so that it
becomes hard to hear our own inner guide
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This formation takes time, investment and
sensing and an intuitive knowing of what the
next stage of development is and what is

Questions to help explore ESSENCE

Questions to explore our SCRIPTS

What behaviors, assumptions or mindsets are no longer true or no longer serve

‘Work among all of its abstracts, is actually intimacy,
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Understanding RELATIONAL PRESENCE
“HOW you coach, supervise and work”

wholehearted acceptance, intelligence, attention, wisdom, courage, compassion and skill in using

This means that the relational presence how the practitioner greets and hosts each
session - will help determine the quality of

blend, combine and fuse in the alchemy of the

recalibrate in the moment; a skill which is
body resonance and connection with the wider
Curiosity
Mindfulness
Somatic Intelligence
Sensing
Appreciative Inquiry

Practice 1
Stance created from the core qualities of curiosity, open mindedness, acceptance and
wholeheartedness.

also encourage clients to engage their learning edges, embarrassments, anxieties and vulnerabilities,

compassion fatigue; these can interfere with resourcefulness and availability in professional and

Practice 2
Working mindfully and with mindful awareness
This is how we work with a grounded centredness and mindful awareness; it attunes the
practitioner to heightened awareness of the energy, which is in the client’s system and in

practitioner and / or their client are moving out of connection with each other, for whatever

connection which can then interfere with or contaminate thinking, perception and decisionand support comes from the contemplative, meditation, yoga, tai chi, martial arts and creative

Practice 3
Accessing and working with somatic intelligence
Western culture has tended to celebrate cognitive intelligence over our other multiple
intelligences, so that these other human intelligences have been at risk of being de valued

The intelligences of mind, hearts, bodies and senses all need to be brought into play in
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Practice 4
Sensing: working with emergence and not knowing

This is, as per Scharmer’s Theory U, the true letting go of beliefs, assumptions and mindsets in

Practice 5
Appreciative Inquiry and Generative Dialogue

that professionals can more easily get clarity and wisdom and take these back into their worlds

SUMMARY
The Coaching Supervision Academy sees ‘WHO’ you are is ‘HOW’ you is coach/
supervise/work’ as foundational for excellent working practice.
This statement connects the disciplines of inner transformation with our actual
impact and contribution in the world. We have found that this link is often missed
where the focus is either the inner work of personal development or the change in
the external world but where the two are not married back to source. When these
are connected in practice, practitioners can reliably achieve authentic, sustainable
transformation and can:
“be the change we want to see in the world”.
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